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1 Abstract

According to the Standard Model of Particle Physics, all particles are necessar-
ily mass-less. Obviously this is not the case. One attempt at reconciling the
Standard Model’s prediction with observed particle masses is the proposal that
particles acquire mass through the interaction with a field that pervades all of
space; the stronger the interaction, the greater the acquired mass. The particle
associated with this field, the Higgs boson, has yet to be discovered. We present
here methods and results in a search for the Higgs in the 150-200 GeV mass
range. Using the Tevatron, a particle accelerator at Fermilab, we investigate
the particles produced for evidence of the Higgs by means of its decay products.
I have used two analysis packages to study the accelerator data. The program
toolkit for multivariate analysis uses multivariate techniques including Neural
Networks and Boosted Decision Trees to separate Higgs-like signals from back-
ground data. The program called Collie produces, among other things, a lower
exclusion limit on the cross section of Higgs production at a certain mass.



2 Introduction

The Standard Model, though incomplete represents our understanding of matter
and three of the four fundamental forces. Fermions,the matter particles which
consist of leptons and quarks are described, as well as their interactions with
bosons, the force carriers. All of the predicted bosons have been discovered
except for the Higgs. It is an essential component of the Standard Model as
it is responsible for the electroweak symmetry-breaking mechanism that gen-
erates masses for the weak gauge bosons and fermions [2]. The Higgs boson
remains the last piece of the SM that has not been experimentally verified. The
hadronic environment at the Tevatron strongly influences which Higgs produc-
tion mechanisms and decay modes can be utilized. The dominant process for
Higgs production is gluon fusion. For a heavy Higgs boson (MH > 140GeV )
the subsequent decay is mainly into pairs of vector bosons. Until recently,
searches for a SM Higgs boson with MH ∼ 2 × MW have concentrated on
modes where both W’s decay leptonically, W → lν where l = e. In order to
maximize sensitivity for the SM Higgs boson at the Tevatron, all channels must
be fully exploited in the combined analyses [3]. This paper presents part of a
first D0 search using the semi-leptonic decay mode H → WW → eνjj. While
the semi-leptonic modes must contend with increased backgrounds from V +
jets final states, this is partly compensated by the increased branching fractions
for hadronic decays of the W.
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Figure 1: SM Higgs Cross Section and Branching Ratios
[5]

3 The Tevatron

The Tevatron is a synchrotron, a cyclic accelerator which uses varying electric
and magnetic fields to accelerate protons and anti-protons around its 6.3 km
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loop. The acceleration can impart up to 980 GeV of energy to the particles,
producing a maximum of around 1.96 TeV when they collide. The beams,
consisting of bunches on the order of 10 billion particles each, cross each other
at the center of the 5000-ton DZero detector located inside the Tevatron tunnel,
creating thousands of new particles.

The acceleration itself occurs in stages. The first stage is a 750keV pre-
accelerator, followed by the 150 m linear accelerator (linac) which uses oscillating
electrical fields to accelerate the ions to 400 MeV. The ions then pass through
a carbon foil, to remove the electrons, and the protons move into the Booster.
The Booster is a small circular magnetic accelerator, around which the protons
pass up to 20,000 times to attain an energy of around 8 GeV. From the Booster
the particles pass into the Main Injector which assimilates the protons and
anti-protons. In order to produce the necessary anti-protons, protons from the
Main Injector ring in bunches on the order of a quadrillion are smashed into
a metal target. About 10 billion are made and extracted into an accumulator.
Once a sufficient amount of anti-protons are accumulated, theyre injected into
the tevatron. Six bunches of each type of particle are accelerated in opposite
directions around the ring to collide in the detector.

3.1 D0 Detector

The D0 detector consists of a silicon microstrip vertex detector and fiber tracker,
both located within a 2 T superconducting solenoidal magnet. A liquid argon
and uranium sampling calorimeter, housed in three cryostats, provide pseudo-
rapidity (η = −ln(tan(θ/2)), where θ is the angle relative to the beam axis)
coverage out to |η| = 4.2 with projective towers of size 0.1× .01 in (η, φ). Here
η is calculated with respect to the proton beam direction, and φ is the az-
imuthal angle. It is segmented longitudinally into four electromagnetic and up
to five hadronic layers. Additional shower sampling is provided by scintillating
tiles located at the boundaries between cryostats. Beyond the calorimeter, a
muon detector consosts of drift tube tracking detectors and scintillation trigger
counters before and after 1.8T iron toroids [4].
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Figure 2: Top: Higgs Production Channels

4 Higgs production and decay channels

The cross section is related to the probability of H production. The dominant
H production process is gluon fusion. See Figure 2. Heavier Higgs ( > 140GeV )
generally decay into boson pairs, which then decay further. Most experiments
until now have focused on channels where two Ws decay into leptons when
m(H) = 2m(W). This summer weve been searching the semi-leptonic mode,
H → WW → ev → jj.
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Figure 3: Top: example image of initial collision Bottom: reconstructed colli-
sion, D0

5 Event Selection and Analysis

5.1 Event reconstruction

The image on top in Figure 3 is an initial snapshot of the collision. We cannot
obtain much information from it directly other that the fact that many new
particles were created. Each line represents a track and represents the path
of a charged particle or group of particles. Using analysis software we can
reconstruct actual physical objects from the information in the detector. For
example, we can start with a cluster in the calorimeter, match a track to it, and
if the shower shape in the calorimeter corresponds to that expected from an
electron, we identify that object as an electron. From the reconstructed image,
yellow events represent the variable MET, or missing transverse energy due to
neutrinos. The red are electromagnetic and the blue hadronic.
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Figure 4: signal correlations among variables

The less Correlated our variables are, the better they can distinguish between
signal and background events. Decreasing correlation corresponds to moving
from the violet to red colors ranges.

5.2 Overview of Analysis

Our data was collected between august 2002 and february 2006 in D0 run IIa.
Higgs signal and background samples have been produced with Monte Carlo
event generators. The MC samples were then passed through detector simu-
lation and reconstruction because we intend to analyze the MC events as if
they were data and compare them to the actual data. Before the analysis be-
gan, input files (data, sig and back) formatted as trees, were processed and a
set of kinematic and angular variables that can distinguish between signal and
background were obtained. These “variables” are listed at the end of the paper.

The chosen variables had certain properties that made them more favorable
then the some of the other relavent variables. For example, variables that are
not highly correlated tend to be more discriminating in our classification pro-
gram. See Figure 4. We then fed the trees to the classification program “toolkit
for multivariate analysis” and ran it using the Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)
technique. Along the way, the histograms were checked for background/data
agreement because our MC events should accurately represent the real data.
We then gave the histograms to a program called collie.
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5.3 Data/MC agreement
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Figure 5: Histograms showing Data/MC agreement. The total solid histogram
composed of all of the colored MC samples agree with the black data points.
The 4 variables used are Jet1P(T), lepP(T), Mass(Wjj) and Mass(WW)

5.4 The Boosted Decision Tree

The TMVA package runs in two phases; Training and Application. During the
Training phase, the multivariate classifiers are trained, tested, and evaluated
using Monte Carlo signal and background event simulations. The events are
assigned a value from -1 to 1 according to how signal or background like they
are, respectively. During the Application phase, selected classifiers are applied
to a concrete classification problem they have been trained for. The method of
classification I have been using in data analysis for signal and background events’
separation is the Boosted Decision Tree. This powerful technique is a procedure
that combines many weak classifiers to produce a final strong classifier.

During the Training phase, Monte Carlo samples of the events are divided
into two parts. Because the training and testing stages need to have independent
data, the first part of the MC sample is used to train the decision tree and the
second to test the final classifier after training. We have a number of variables
which can be used to distinguish between signal and background. The program
chooses variables by the following method.

For each variable, order the 1400 signal and 8000 background events by the
value of the variable. Then pick variable one and for each event value see what
happens if the training sample is split into two parts, left and right, depending
on the value of that variable. Pick the splitting value which gives the best
separation into one side having mostly signal and the other mostly background.
Then repeat this for each variable in turn, Select the variable and splitting
value which gives the best separation. Initially there was a sample of events
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at a ’node’. Now there are two samples called ’branches’. For each branch
repeat this process. At each stage the branch is chosen which will give the best
increase in quality of separation.[1] This effectively lets one feed variables to
the program indiscriminately while it chooses the “good” variables. Generally
if you split until there is only pure signal or background, the resulting tree will
be over trained. The criterion used to define the quality of separation between
signal and background is the purity of the sample.

P =
ΣW (s)

ΣW (s) + ΣW (b)
(1)

For a given branch let

Gini = (
n∑

i=1

Wi)P (1− P ) (2)

where n is the number of events on that branch. The criterion chosen is to
minimize

Gini(leftson) + Gini(rightson), (3)

To determine the increase in quality when a node is split into two branches,
one maximizes

Criterion + Gini(father)−Gini(leftson)−Gini(rightson) (4)

At the end, if a leaf has purity greater than 1/2 (or whatever is set), it is
called a signal leaf, otherwise it is a background leaf. The resulting tree is called
the decision tree. [?]

Decision trees on their own are known to be very unstable. This is because
a misclassification or small change in the sample can drastically change the tree
and its results. Using many trees, the random forest approach, can improve the
stability but not substantially. By using a boosting algorithm, the stability will
increase significantly. In the case of a misclassification (background as signal or
vice versa), the weight of that event is boosted, or increased. The next tree will
use the new weights. This process is then repeated, typically resulting in 1000-
2000 trees. We have been using 400 trees because its a large enough number to
be statistically significant, but small enough to run in a reasonable amount of
time.
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Figure 6: Boosted Decision Tree, no.1 out of 400
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Figure 7: overtraining check, signal/background separation

6 TMVA Output
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Figure 8: background rejection vs signal efficiency
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Figure 9: classifier output distribution, signal/background separation for masses
of 160 GeV and 180 GeV

6.1 Classifier Output Distributions

The classifier output distributions above show the BDT separation of signal and
background. The X-axis is a scale from -1 to 1. Events are given a value between
the two based on how signal like they are. 1 represents total signal (each tree
node of the 400 trees produced being signal) and -1 represents background. We
can use the maximum of the ratio S/

√
S + B to determine where to cut on this

histogram to get the highest amount of signal and least background. This ratio
is calculated in the Cut Efficiencies plot.
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Figure 10: cut efficiencies, ratio S/
√

S + B
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Figure 11: Collie Exclusion Curve

7 Collie

The ratio of S/
√

S + B is a good indicator of how close we are to detecting the
Higgs. Our signal is generated based on the Standard Model and we test to see
if our assumption of that signal is viable. Our average value for the ratio has
been ∼ 0.1. A value of 5 would mean discovery and 3 that we have substantial
evidence. Becasue our value is < 1, we now focus instead on setting limits on
the Higgs’ parameters including mass and cross section.

Figure 11, calculated as the ratio of excluded, shows the observed cross
section to SM predicted cross section, gives the lower exclusion limit of Higgs
cross section at a certain mass. For example, based on this curve the Higgs
cannot have a cross section of 40 times the SM cross section at a mass of 160
GeV.

8 Conclusions

We performed the search for the Higgs Boson through the channel H → WW →
eν + jj with the data collected by the D0 detector. The Decision Tree method
and Boosting algorithm was used to separate signal from background events
and Collie was used to set limits on the SM Higgs production. The hope for the
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future is that we can lower this final exclusion curve. If it can be pushed below
the horizontal black line in the graph (SM = 1), we would be able to exclude
the Higgs at that particular mass for any SM cross section.
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Discriminating Variables KT min = dR(jet0, jet1)ET (jet1)/(ET (mu) +
MET )

WWbisDPhi is Dphi between lepW and dijet bisector

Pt rel is the magnitude of jet1 PT perpendicular to dijet system

Centrality = ΣPT
ΣE for electron and all good jets

KT max = dR(jet0, jet1)ET (jet1)/(ET (mu)−MET )

lepPt the lepton’s transverse momentum

jet1Pt is jet1’s transverse momentum

jet2Pt is jet2’s transverse momentum

MET is the amount of missing transverse energy

wlep lmass is transverse mass of the w boson -¿ l+ nu

wjj lmass is the invariant mass of the w boson -¿ dijet

ww lmass is the invariant mass of the 2 w’s

wlep lpt is the transverse momentum of the w -¿l + nu

wjj lpt is the trans mass of w -¿ jj

ww lpt trans mass of ww system

s lwlep leta signed eta of w -¿l+nu ...=q(w)/abs(q(w)) *eta(w)

EM lMET ldphi delta phi b/w elec and MET

jet1 lMET ldphi delta phi b/w leading jet and MET

jet2 lMET ldphi delta phi bw 2nd jet and MET

DR ljj delta R bw 2 jets, delta R = [sqr(delta eta) + sqr(delta phi)]sqrt

sumPt is a total scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all obj (e, MET
and jets)
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